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PREFACE 

The investigation reported herein was sponsored by the Office, 

Chief of Engineers (OCE) , U. S. Army, as a part of Project 4A762719AT40, 

Task A2, Work Unit 001, "Construction Design Technology Base.". OCE tech

nical monitor for this investigation was Mr. A. F. Muller (DAEN-MCE-D) . 

The investigation was conducted during the period February 1976-

April 1976 at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) 

by personnel of the Soils and Pavements Laboratory (S&PL), under the 

general supervision of Messrs. J. P. Sale and R. G. Ahlvin, Chief and 

Assistant Chief, respectively, of the S&PL. This report was prepared by 

Mr. E. C. Odom. 

Directors of WES during the conduct of the investigation and the 

preparation of this report were COL G. H. Hilt, CE, and COL J. L. Cannon, 

CE. Technical Director was Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI) 
.UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

U. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be con

verted to metric (SI) units as follows: 

Multiply 

feet 

inches 

By 

0.3048 

25. 4 

3 

To Obtain 

metres 

millimetres 



RECOMMENDED DESIGN FOR RIGID-FLEXIBLE AIRFIELD 

PAVEMENT JUNCTURES 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

1. The purpose of this report is to present the results of recent 

inspections of existing junctures between rigid and flexible airfield 

pavements that were constructed following the criteria presented in 

TM 5-824-3 (AFM 88-6, Chapter 3), "Rigid Pavements for Airfields Other 

than Army," January 1970, and, based upon an analysis of their perfor

mance, to recommend a revision to the design details for this special 

juncture. 

Background 

2. Objectionable roughness developing at �he juncture between 

rigid and flexible pavements under aircraft traffic led to tpe develop

ment of a specially designed joint shown in Plate 1. The roughness was 

analyzed as being caused by consolidation �f the flexible pavement mate

rials under traffic due to (a) the inability to obtain adequate densities 

during construction in the flexible pavement structure in the confined 

area adjacent to the rigid pavements, and (b) the greater compressibil

ity of the materials used to construct the flexible pavements as com

pared to rigid pavements. To alleviate the roughness, the special junc

ture was included in TM 5-824-3, which incorporated a tapered buried 

concrete slab installed at the end of the rigid pavement (see Plate 1). 

The purpose of the buried slab was to distribute the difference in perma

nent deformation between the rigid and flexible pavements over a dis

tance of 10 ft* rather than have this occur abruptly at the juncture of 

the two pavements. 

* A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measure
ment to metric (SI) units is presented on page 3. 



3. The special juncture shown in TM 5-824-3 has been used at a 

few airfields and has been subjected to traffic and environmental condi

tions for up to 13 yr. In general, the performance of the juncture has 

been satisfactory; however, in a few instances distress requiring re

medial measures has been reported. Because of this reported distress, 

inspections were made to assess the type of distress and to gather data 

required to modify the special juncture details. 
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PART II: JUNCTURE INSPECTIONS 

Williams AFB, Arizona 

4. Six of the special junctures have been constructed at junc

tures of rigid and flexible pavements on two runways and one taxiway at 

Williams AFB, Arizona, at the locations shown in Plate 2. Five of the 

six special junctures were inspected in February 1976, and the construc

tion and performance of the junctures were discussed with Base Civil 

Engineer Office personnel. Juncture 6 could not be inspected because of 

traffic intensity. Results of these inspections are given in the fol

lowing paragraphs. 

Juncture 1 

5. Juncture 1, which was constructed in 1967, is located at the 

·juncture of rigid and flexible pavements on runway 12C-30C, approxi

mately 3500 ft from the 30C end. This runway is used primarily for 

takeoffs of T-38 aircraft, with most takeoffs from the 30C end. It is 

an instrumented runway and therefore receives other miscellaneous traf

fic during periods of low visibility. Originally the runway, was con

structed with 1000-ft rigid pavement ends and a flexible pavement in

terior. No special junctures were incorporated in the original design. 

The 30C end of the runway subsequently was extended 2500_ft with rigid 

pavement, resulting in a total of 3500 ft of rigid pavement., There was 

no history of objectionable roughness at the rigid-flexible pavement 

junctures prior to the extension. However, following the extension, 

pilots complained of roughness and the special juncture was constructed 

in 1967. It is probable that some roughness did exist at the juncture 

prior to construction of the special juncture but had not manifested it

self into an objectionable roughness until after the extension had been 

added. 

6. Base Civil Engineer Office personnel reported that soon a 

slight hump began to develop in the flexible pavement at the end of the 

buried rigid slab. Although this hump was not immediately objectionable 

from an operational standpoint, it continued to increase in size until 
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the juncture was repaired in 1975 during other pavement repair work. 

The repair consisted of removing and replacing the asphaltic concrete 

over the buried portland cement concrete (PCC) slab. 

7. In February 1976, approximately 10 months after the repair, 

the juncture was in good condition. There was no evidence of either a 

depression or a hump in the vicinity of the juncture which would con

tribute to objectionable roughness. However, there was a transverse 

crack (Photo 1) in the asphaltic concrete almost directly above the end 

of the tapered buried PCC slab. This transverse crack extended the full 

width of the runway. The crack was slightly open, and minute raveling 

along the edges indicated that it was working with temperature changes 

and/or deflection under traffic. The overall good condition of this 

juncture is shown in Photo 2. 

Juncture 2 

8. Juncture 2 is located in the 75-ft-wide taxiway 7, about 

2500 ft from the southeast end, and lies between 2500 ft of concrete and 

1100 ft of flexible pavement. The special juncture was constructed in 

1958 following the details shown in.TM 5-824-3. A slight hump gradually 

developed in the flexible pavement over the tapered end of the buried 

slab. Although the hump was not considered objectionable to low-speed 

traffic, the juncture was repaired in 1969 along with other pavements. 

Photos 3-5 show the condition of this juncture immediately prior to the 

1969 repair. There was a depression (note standing water, Photo 3) di

rectly over the buried slab and a hump and crack over the end of the 

buried slab (Photos 4 and 5) . 

9. The repair in 1969 consisted of (a) removing the asphaltic 

concrete- a-bov-e- the- buried· slab and- for a distance of 15 ft beyond the 

tapered end of the buried slab, (b) installing a 1-in. expansion joint 

at the tapered end of the buried slab which extended from the bottom of 

the buried slab to the surface of the asphaltic concrete, and (c) re

paving with asphaltic concrete. 

10. At the time of the February 1976 inspection, approximately 

7 yr after the repair, the juncture was in good condition. There was no 

evidence of excessive subsidence or humping in the asphaltic concrete in 
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the vicinity of the juncture that would create objectionable roughness. 

There were two 1-ft-long areas adjacent to the expansion joint where 

raveling had occurred. Photos 6 and 7 show the general good condition 

of the juncture during the 1976 inspection. 

Juncture 3 

11. Juncture 3 is also in the 75-ft-wide taxiway 7, about 3600 � 

from the southeast end, and lies between 1100 ft of flexible pavement 

and 1000 ft of rigid pavement. This juncture separates the curved por

tion of the original taxiway and the straight-line extension of the taxi

way as shown in Figure 1. At the time of the taxiway 7 extension, a 

TAXIWAY NO. 7 

Figure 1. Juncture 3 

special juncture was not used at this point. However, soon after the 

taxiway extension was opened to traffic, a depression formed in the 

flexible pavement adjacent to the rigid pavement, causing objectionable 

roughness. To correct this and to preclude further development of rough

ness, a special juncture was constructed in 1968 using essentially the 

details shown in TM 5-824-3. A 12-ft-long tapered buried slab was used 

instead of the specified 10-ft-long slab. 

12. The juncture has performed very well since its construction. 

In February 1976, about 8 yr after construction, the juncture was very 

smooth and there was no cracking of the asphaltic concrete along the end 

of the buried slab as had been observed in other such junctures. As 
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shown in Photo 8, there was some cracking in the asphaltic concrete, 

radiating out from the edge of the adjoining rigid pavement. Although 

these cracks have the appearance of reflection cracks migrating from 

joints in the buried slab, the buried slab was reportedly constructed 

without joints. Therefore, it is assumed that these cracks are reflect

ing from cracks (not joints) that have occurred in the buried slab fol

lowing construction. As can be seen in Photo 8, the cracks have been 

sealed. There is little evidence of widening or raveling which would 

denote excessive working of the cracks. 

Juncture 4 

13. Juncture 4, which was constructed in 1968, is also on the 

75-ft-wide taxiway 7, about 1000 ft northwest of Juncture 3 or about 

4600 ft from the southeast end of taxiway 7. Juncture 4 lies between 

about 1000 ft of rigid and 1400 ft of flexible pavement. As with Junc

ture 3 in taxiway 7, Juncture 4 was constructed some time after the 

construction of this portion of taxiway 7 because an objectionable rough

ness developed due to subsidence of the flexible pavement. In construct

ing the juncture, 15 ft of the existing flexible pavement was removed 

and a 15-ft-long tapered buried slab was constructed and surfaced with 

asphaltic concrete. 

14. In February 1976, about 8 yr after construction of the junc

ture, the condition of the juncture was adjudged to be poor to fair. 

Its condition was the worst of all junctures inspected. There was a 

2-in.-high hump about 6 in. wide (Photo 9) in the asphaltic concrete 

over the tapered end of the buried rigid slab. The area shown in 

Photo 9 was on the south edge of the taxiway where there has been little 

or no- traffic-. Irr the center of the taxiway, the hump is still notice

able but not as high (Photo 10), indicating that traffic compacted the 

humped asphaltic concrete. There was also a slight depression in the 

surface of the asphaltic concrete over the buried slab as shown in 

Photo 11. Although there had been no repair of this juncture since its 

construction, it is believed that if the juncture were in a high-speed 

area it would be objectionable. 
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Junctures 5 and 6 

15. Junctures 5 and 6 are both located in runway 12L-30R, with 

Juncture 5 about 1000 ft from the 30R end and Juncture 6 about 1000 ft 

from the 121 end. This runway is used primarily for landings and touch

and-go operations of T-38 aircraft, with most of the landings occurring 

on the 30R end. Both junctures were constructed in August 1969 using 

the details shown in TM 5-824-3. Juncture 5 had been instrumented by 

personnel of the U. S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory, 

and readings to detect movements had been taken periodically by person

nel of the U. S. Army Engineer District, Los Angeles. A review of the 

data thus obtained indicates that there was no substantial movement of 

the juncture through 1972. 

16. In February 1976 an inspection of Juncture 5 revealed that it 

was in good condition. There was a transverse crack over the tapered 

end of the buried slab as shown in Photos 12 and 13. Unlike the cracks 

at some of the other junctures, this transverse crack was irregular in

stead of nearly straight. There was a slight depression in the asphal

tic concrete over the buried slab as shown in Photo 12 and there was a 

slight rise at the end of the buried slab, but the roughness, was not 

reported as objectionable. The depressed area at Juncture 5 was partic

ularly noticeable because of the unevenness of the tire marks caused by 

landing aircraft. This juncture is in the area of maximum touchdowns 

and because of the depression, there was a lesser concentration of ac

cumulated rubber than in surrounding areas. Juncture 6 could not be in

spected in detail because of traffic intensity; however, according to 

Base Civil Engineer Office personnel, its condition was similar to that 

of Juncture 5. 

Columbus AFB, Mississippi 

17. A total of eight special junctures have been used between 

rigid and flexible pavement sections on the center runway at Columbus 

AFB, Mississippi, as shown in Plate 3. The pavements at Columbus AFB 

are heavy load design and were constructed in 1957-1958. Until 1969 
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they were used primarily by B-52 aircra�. Since 1969 most of the air

craft traffic has been with T-38 aircraft. The special junctures were 

designed and constructed using the details shown in TM 5-824-3. 

18. Because of heavy traffic during the inspection period in Feb

ruary 1976, only the junctures between the ends of the runway and over

run areas (Junctures 5 and 8) could be observed in detail. Both of these 

junctures had been repaired in 1971 by removal and replacement of the 

asphaltic concrete over the buried slab. The distress that had occurred 

consisted of shoving of the asphaltic concrete at the junctures with the 

rigid pavement. There had been some humping of the asphaltic concrete 

at the end of the tapered buried. slab. The distress was reportedly 

caused by expansion of the rigid pavement into the flexible pavement. 

At the time of this inspection, these junctures were in good condition 

with no· evidence of further distress in the asphaltic concrete due to 

expansion of the rigid pavement (Photos 14 and 15) . 

19. Although the junctures in the interior portion of the runway 

could not be inspected because of traffic, Base Civil Engineer Office 

personnel reported that there had been no objectionable roughness or 

distress requiring remedial measures. 
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PART III: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

20. On most of the special junctures observed at Willia.ms AFB, 

there was a slight depression in the surface of the asphaltic concrete 

over the buried slab. The depth of the depression varied but seldom ex

ceeded about 1/4 in. It was reported by Base Civil Engineer Office per

sonnel that these depressions were generally built into the juncture 

during construction because of the difficulty of placement of the as

phaltic concrete on the tapered concrete section. At Williams AFB, the 

thickness of the asphaltic concrete over the buried slab varied from 

1-1/2 to 6 or 7 in. ; during compaction, more consolidation occurred in 

the thicker than in the thinner section, thus resulting in a depression. 

It was also reported that desired densities were difficult to achieve 

(because of the confined areas), which resulted in additional consolida

tion of the asphaltic concrete under traffic. 

21. Of the 14 special junctures at Williams AFB and Columbus AFB, 

4 have been repaired and are now in good condition, 1 is in good to fair 

condition, 1 is in only poor to fair condition, and 8 are in good con

dition. The juncture performance is summarized below: 

Date 
Juncture Date of of Condition Type Distress 

Airfield No. Construction ReEair Feb 1976 E�erienced 

Williams 1 1967 1975 Good Hump, crack, 
AFB depression 

2 1958 1969 Good Hump, crack, 
depression 

3 1968 Good-fair Cracking 

4 1968 Poor-fair Hump, crack, 
depression 

5 and 6 1969 Good Depression and 
crack 

Columbus 5 and 8 1957-1958 1971 Good Hump 
AFB 1, 2, 3, 

4' 6, and 7 1957-1958 Good 

Of the four junctures repaired, one was repaired after 8 yr of service, 
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one after 11 yr of service, and two after 13 yr of service. The remain

ing ten junctures are 7 to 18 yr old and have exhibited adequate 

performance. 

22. Based upon the results of these inspections, there appears 

to be three basic problems with the existing junctures: (a) the humping 

of the asphaltic concrete both at the juncture with the rigid pavement 

and directly over the end of the tapered buried slab; (b) the transverse 

cracking that occurs in the asphaltic concrete over the end of the ta

pered buried slab; and (c) the surface depression in the asphaltic con

crete over the buried slab. Each of these distress modes can be satis

factorily explained. The humping of the asphaltic concrete is believed 

to be the result of the expansion of the rigid pavement, which results 

in shoving of the asphaltic concrete. This distress is manifested pri

marily at the end of the buried slab since any expansion of the rigid 

pavement simply shoves the buried slab and overlying asphaltic concrete 

into the existing flexible pavement. The cracking in the ashpaltic con

crete at the end of the tapered buried slab is caused by the dissimi

larity of materials, i.e., their different thermal characteristics and 

the nonuniform deflections that occur in the rigid and flexible pavement 

sections under traffic. The depressions in the surface of the asphaltic 

concrete over the buried slab are the result of nonuniform concrete 

sections, incorrect construction practices, and densification of the 

asphaltic concrete under traffic. 
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

23. Generally, the special junctures employing the tapered buried 

rigid slab concept have performed well. Most have required no remedial 

measures prior to the normal design life of the pavements. When main

tenance has been required, the remedial measures have simply required 

removal and replacement of a minimal amount of asphaltic concrete to 

eliminate the hump or to correct the depression. The reflection crack

ing has required sealing to minimize water or other foreign matter 

infiltrations. 

24. The performance of this juncture warrants some changes to 

eliminate or minimize the distress that has been experienced; however, 

the performance history does not indicate a need for a major change in 

the juncture design. 

Recommendations 

25. Based upon the performance of the junctures inspected and 

discussions with Base Civil Engineer Office personnel, the following 

recommendations are made: 

a. Expansion joints should be used to m1n1m1ze the movement 

of the rigid pavement into the flexible pavement. A 

1-in.-doweled expansion joint should be used between the 

end of the rigid pavement and the buried rigid slab as 

shown in Plate 4. When the length of rigid pavement is 

large or when the rigid pavement is placed during cool 

weather, additional doweled expansion joints should be 

considered. That is, when the length of rigid pavement 

back from the juncture is 1500 ft or more or when the 

concrete is placed at temperatures which are less than 

the annual average ambient temperature, a 1-in.-doweled 

expansion joint should be installed at the first regu

larly scheduled transverse joint back from the juncture 

as shown in Plate 4. 

b. The thickness of asphaltic concrete on the buried slab 

at the juncture with the rigid pavement should be 
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increased to t1 + 1 in. (see Plate 4) to facilitate 
construction of the asphaltic concrete material. 

c. The top lift of asphaltic concrete binder course in the 
20-ft-juncture zone should be placed and rolled in a 
transverse direction to achieve better uniformity of 
compaction up to the edge of the rigid pavement. The 
surface course material should be placed and rolled 
longitudinally, making sure that the roller moves onto 
the rigid pavement before reversing directions. 
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Photo 1. Transverse era.ck in asphaltic concrete pavement 

near Juncture 1 at Williams AFB, February 1976 

Photo 2. Overall good condition of Juncture 1 at Williams 
AFB, February 1976 



Photo 3. Depression in as:pha:l.tic concrete pavement 
near Juncture 2 at Williams AFB, prior to 1969 pave

ment repairs 

Photo 4. Overall view of hump and crack in asphaltic 
concrete pavement near Juncture 2 at Williams AFB,, 

prior.to 1969 pavement repairs 



Photo 5. Closeup view of hlunp in asphaltic com�rete 

pavement near Juncture 2 at Williams .AF'B, prior to 
1969 pavement repairs 

Photo 6. Overall view of Juncture 2 at Willia.ms 
AFB, February 1976 



Photo 7. Closeup view of asphaltic concrete pavement 
near Juncture 2 at Williams AFB, February 19'76 

Photo 8. Overall view of Juncture 3 at Williams AFB, 

February 19T6 



Photo 9. Closeup view of hump in asphaltic concrete on 

south edge of taxiway near .Juncture 4 at WHliams AFB� 
F'ebruary 1976 

Photo 10. Closeup view of smaller bump fo asphaltic 

concrete at center of taxiway near Juncture l+ at 
Williams AFB, February 1976 



Photo 11. Slight depression in surface of asphaltic con
crete near Juncture 4 at Willia.ms AFB, February1976 

Photo 12. Closeup view of asphaltic concrete pavement near 
Juncture 5 at Williams AFB, February 1976 



Photo 13. Overall view of asphaltic concrete pavement near 
Juncture 5 at Williams AFB, February 1976 

Photo 14. Closeup view of juncture at overrun area, 

Columbus AFB, February 1976 



Photo 15. Overall view of juncture at overrun area, 
Columbus AFB, February 1976 
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SLAB 

.. ,,.·. 

BASE OR FILTER 

LEGEND TO THICKNESS 

HEAVY LOAD DESIGN 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF PCC 

h+t1+l" 
2 

h - (11 t l") BUT NOT LESS THAN 6" 
THICKNESS OF BASE OR FILTER 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF SURFACE COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF BINDER COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF BASE COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF SUBBASE COURSE 

h - h2 BUT NOT LESS THAN 12 

LIGHT LOAD DESIGN 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF PCC 

h + t, + l" 
2 

h - (11 t 1") BUT NOT LESS THAN 4" 
THICKNESS OF BASE OR FILTER 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF SURFACE COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF BINDER COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF BASE COURSE 

DESIGN THICKNESS OF SUBBASE COURSE 

h - h2 BUT NOT LESS THAN 12 

RECOMMENDED DESIGN OF 
RIGID-FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT JUNCTURE 




